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1. INTRODUCTION
< < aLet G be a finite group of even order G s 2 u, with u odd. A
 . ay1complex irreducible character x of G is said to be of 2-defect 1 if 2
 . adivides the degree x 1 of x but 2 does not. Then x is 2-modularly
irreducible, and there is a unique further irreducible character x of G0
 4  .such that B s x , x constitutes a 2-block of G of defect 1 . The0
following statements hold:
 .i x s x on 2-regular elements of G, which defines the unique0
irreducible Brauer character, w, belonging to B.
 .ii x s yx on 2-singular elements of G; indeed F s x q x is the0 0
 .unique projecti¨ e or principal indecomposable character in B.
 .  .iii x and x can be written in the field Q w generated by the ¨alues0 2
of w o¨er the dyadic number field Q .2
 w x.Most of these facts follow from work of Brauer see, for instance, 2, 3
and, of course, all are immediate from the general theory of blocks with
 w x.  .  .  .cyclic defect groups cf. 7, Chap. VII . Observe that Q x s Q x by i ,0
 .  .ii . In view of iii both x and x are 2-rational with trivial 2-local Schur0
index. Every field or group automorphism which preserves the block B
acts trivially on the Brauer tree of B and so fixes both x and x see Feit0
w x.8 .
 .The objective of this note is to study the stable Clifford theory of B,
stimulated by a question concerning realization of characters over certain
w xrings of cyclotomic integers 9 . For this purpose one is interested in
knowing the Clifford 2-extensions to x and x . It turns out that the0
characters behave differently in this context, though the answer is, eventu-
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 Xally, as expected in both cases. The Clifford 2 -extensions of x and x are0
.isomorphic, as we shall see in the concluding section of the paper.
There are various possibilities for distinguishing the characters x and
 :  .x in B. Fix a defect group D s z of B so that z is an involution .0
Both characters do not vanish on z, because otherwise they would be of
2-defect 0. So we could distinguish them by the sign of their values on z.
However, for our purpose it is appropriate to proceed as follows. Recall
 w x.Brauer's First Main Theorem on blocks cf. 7, Thm. III. 9.7 :
 .  4 iv There is a unique 2-block b s z , z of the normalizer or central-0
.  . Gizer N s N D with defect group D such that B s b . Just one of theG
irreducible characters in b, say z , has D in its kernel.
It is usual, then, to denote by z the exceptional character in b and by z0
the nonexceptional character which is of 2-defect 0 in the quotient group
. w x GNrD . It follows from 7, V.1.3 that the induced character z contains0
just one of the irreducible characters in B, say x , with odd multiplicity0
 .see also Lemma 1 below . Then x is called the exceptional character in0
B and, of course, x the nonexceptional one. This convention will be kept
throughout.
 .The Green correspondence with respect to G, D, N turns out to give
rise to an isomorphism between the Brauer trees of B and b see Section
.3 . The character corresponding to z in this manner takes on z the value
 .z 1 ) 0, but it is not clear whether this is the nonexceptional character x .
w xBy the way, Cline's result 4 would not be helpful for our investigation
since it refers just to the Clifford extensions for the Brauer characters
 .involved which split in our situation . The Clifford 2-extensions of x
likewise split:
ÃTHEOREM 1. Suppose G is a normal subgroup of some finite group G
Ãlea¨ing B in¨ariant. If G s GrG is a 2-group, there exists a 2-rational
Ãcharacter x of G extending the nonexceptional character x in B.Ã
The situation is different for the exceptional character x in B. It is0
Ãeasy to give examples showing that x cannot be extended to G, in0
Ã .general. Take, for instance, G of order 2 with G : G9. However, there is
yet some slightly weaker result. It is remarkable as it relates Clifford
extensions to defect groups of blocks.
ÃTHEOREM 2. Again assume that G s GrG is a 2-group stabilizing B.
Ã Ã ÃThen there is a unique 2-block B of G co¨ering B. Let D = D be a defect
Ã Ãgroup of B. Then D )ª D ¸ G is a 2-rational representation group for x0
Ãwith regard to G.
Ã Ã ÃThus we have G s D ? G and D s D l G, and there is a 2-rational
Ã Ã  .character x of the fibre product E s D G amalgamating G whichÃ0
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Ã .extends x when viewed as a character of Ker E ¸ D , G. In particu-0
Ãlar, there is a 2-rational character of G extending x if and only if0
Ã Ã ÃD )ª D ¸ DrD splits. There exists some character of G extending x0
ÃX Ãprecisely when D is not contained in the commutator group D of D.
For odd primes p and p-blocks of defect 1, Clifford p-extensions usually
split, at least for the nonexceptional characters since they are p-rational
 .and the field of character values does not contain the pth roots of unity .
If there is no exceptional character in the block, any of its p irreducible
 .characters is p-rational generating the same field over Q .p
Excluding certain alternating groups and 10 sporadic groups the finite
 w x.simple groups have 2-blocks of defect 0 Willems 11 . Extending such a
 .group by a group of order 2 at the bottom or, suitably, on the top
provides for examples of 2-blocks with defect 1. There are simple groups
 .  .admitting 2-blocks of defect 1, e.g., PSL q with q ' 3 or 5 mod 8 ,2
q ) 5, or the sporadic groups J , Co , McL, Fi , Fi . No alternating1 3 22 23
group has a 2-block of defect 1, and in simple groups of Lie type such
 .blocks seem to be relatively rare. There is current work by U. Riese in
order to make this more precise.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We keep the assumptions and notation introduced above. In addition,
let K be the field obtained from Q by adjoining the uth roots of unity. So2
 .K is unramified over Q , and it is a splitting field for all 2-rational2
 .characters of all subgroups of G. Schur indices over Q are at most 2.2
Conversely, every K-character is 2-rational. Let R be the ring of integers
of K and R s Rr2 R its residue class field which is a splitting field for all
.subgroups of G . Sometimes we regard the group algebra KG as embed-
Ã Ã < <ded into KG, where K is the G th cyclotomic field over Q .2
We view B as a block of RG category of modules as well as block
.ideal . In particular, the characters x , x are assumed to take their values0
in R. Similarly, b is a block of RN.
ÃSuppose H is a subgroup of G and u is an irreducible K-character of
Ã :H. Then u denotes the associated central character of KH defined by
Ä : . < <  .  .u C s C u x ru 1 for any conjugacy class C of H, where x g C and
Ä  :C denotes the class sum. If u is 2-rational, u is regarded as a central
 :Gcharacter of KH. In this case we denote by u the ``induced'' K-linear
 .form on the centre Z KG defined by
&G Ä :  :u C s u C l H .  .
for any conjugacy class C of G. From the definition of induced characters
 w x.one deduces the following basic fact see 7, V.1.1. .
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 . Gv Write the induced character u s n x , where the x are the distincti i i
Ã G G . :  . :irreducible K-characters of G. Then n x 1 x s u 1 u .i i i
If u belongs to some block b of RH, the block bG of RG is defined0 0
G :precisely when u induces a central character of RG. Then the defect
G w xgroups of b are contained in those of b , up to G-conjugacy 7, III.9.6 .0 0
 .Specializing H s N, b s b, u s z therefore from v we obtain at once0 0
that z G contains just one of x , x with odd multiplicity. More precise0 0
information on these multiplicities is given in Lemma 1, on the basis of
 .Green correspondence; v will be applied in Section 6 below.
Ã .Now suppose G is a normal subgroup of some finite group G such that
ÃG s GrG is a 2-group.
Ã Ã Ã .vi There is a unique block B of RG co¨ering B. The block B has a defect
Ã Ã  .  .group D with D : D : T B , where T B denotes the inertia group of B in
Ã Ã Ã< < <  . <G. Moreo¨er, then D s D l G and D : D s T B : G .
w x The first statement is 7, V.3.5 proved in the splitting case, but this
carries over, noting that B is absolutely indecomposable in the sense of
w x. w x w x1 . For the remainder we refer to 7, V.3.14 ; 1, Thm. 1.4 .
Ã  .From now on we assume that B is stable under G as in the theorems .
Ã w xSince G acts trivially on the Brauer tree of B by 8 , both x and x are0
ÃG-invariant.
Ã Ã Ã .  .  .vii In this stable situation we ha¨e G s D ? G and still D s D l G ;
Ã Ã Ã  .in other words, D )ª D ¸ DrD , G is a subextension of G o¨er G .
 .  .  . < <  y1 .By i , ii the block idempotent to B is given by e s F 1 r Gw x x,
where x ranges over the 2-regular elements of G. By Green's indecompos-
ÃGw xability theorem 7, III.3.8 , F is afforded by some absolutely indecompos-
ÃGÃable projective RG-module. Thus F is the unique projective indecompos-
Ã .able character belonging to the absolutely indecomposable block B.
Ã Ã  w x.Since w is G-invariant, it can be uniquely extended to G see 7, III.3.10 .
ÃHence we may view w as the unique irreducible Brauer character in B.
w xApplication of a result by Osima 7, IV.7.2 now shows:
Ã . viii Both B and B ha¨e the same block idempotent e which is an
.R-linear combination of class sums o¨er 2-regular conjugacy classes of G .
w xFinally, let us recall Dade's 5 comparison theorem for Clifford exten-
Ã .sions. Let v x denote the Clifford obstruction of x with regard to KG.ÃK G
2 .This is a cohomology class in H G, K* which vanishes if and only if
Ã there is a K-valued character x of G extending x . As x can be written inÃ
w x .K so will be x ; for detailed discussions we refer to 5, 6, 10 .Ã
Ã Ã Ã Ã . ix Suppose H )ª H ¸ G is a subextension of G so that G s H ? G
Ã .and H s H l G and u is an irreducible 2-rational character of H which is
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U2Ã  .  .  .H-stable. Then the rth powers of v u and v x agree in H G, K ,Ã ÃK H K G
 G: G  .where r s x , u is the multiplicity of x in u Dade .
w xA simple proof of Dade's theorem may be found in 10 . There exists a
 .2-rational representation group or one over K for x precisely when
 .there is a 2-cocyle of finite order representing v x . The analogousÃK G
statements holds true for x , of course.0
3. GREEN CORRESPONDENCE
Let V and V be RG-lattices affording x and x , respectively. It is0 0
Ä Ä :clear that D s z is a vertex of V and of V . Let V and V denote their0 0
 .Green correspondents with respect to G, D, N . Let c be the irreducible
Brauer character in b.
 G:  G:LEMMA 1. Let r s x , z and s s x , z be the multiplicities of x0
in z G and z G. Then0
 .  G:  G:a r s x , z and s s x , z .0 0 0
 . z zb r s s q d , where the higher decomposition number d s "1.x , c x , c
Ä Äw xProof. It follows from 7, VII.2.14, III.7.8 that V and V afford irre-0
w xducible characters belonging to b. Moreover, by 7, III.5.3
Ä XV , V [ U [ U ,N
where U is projective, no component of U X belongs to b, and the
restriction U X is projective. Let x g N be any 2-regular element. Then theD
 : Xrestrictions to D = x of both U and U are projective and so their
 .  .characters vanish on zx. By definition z zx s c x . We conclude that
z Ä zd s 1 if V affords z and d s y1 otherwise.x , c x , c
On the other hand, the character afforded by U contains the projective
 :character C s z q z with a certain multiplicity, say t. Then x , z s0 N
Ä  :t q 1 if V affords z , and x , z s t otherwise. In the first case we haveN
 :  :  .x , z s t, otherwise x , z s t q 1. Thus statement b holds inN 0 N 0
view of Frobenius reciprocity.
 G:  G:Let r s x , z and s s x , z . Arguing as above we obtain that0 0 0 0 0
r s s q d z . Now0 0 x , c0
d z s yd z ,x , c x , c0
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 w x.as follows by considering F or by appealing to 7, VII.2.15 . SinceN
CG s z G q z G is a projective character of RG containing F s x q x0 0
with a certain multiplicity, we must have
r q s s r q s .0 0
 .This yields r s s and s s r , which is statement a .0 0
From the proof of Lemma 1 it is obvious that the Green correspondence
gives rise to an isomorphism between the Brauer trees of B and b. Note
w x that by 7, III.5.8 , c s w corresponds to w. The lemma justifies onceÄ
.again our definition of the expectional resp. nonexceptional character in B
 .x resp. x . Observe that x need not be the Green correspondent to0 0
z . At any rate, we have the following consequence.0
Ã Ã .COROLLARY. The block b is stable under N s N D s D ? N.ÃG
Ã Ã .  .Proof. It is clear from vii that N D s D ? N. Since B is D-stable soÃG
wis b, because of the Green correspondence between these blocks 7,
xIII.5.7 .
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
 w x.By the corollary to Lemma 1 and Feit 8 the nonexceptional character
Ã Ã .z in b is invariant in N s N D , which determines a subextension of GÃG
with common quotient group G. By definition and Lemma 1 the multiplic-
G 2 : ity r s x , z is odd. Since G is a 2-group and the exponent of H G,
U . < <  .K divides G , from ix it follows that
v x s v z .  .Ã ÃK G K N
2 .in H G, K* . Thus we may assume that N s G, x s z . Then D is a
Ãcentral subgroup of G and x a character of GrD with 2-defect 0.
Ãw xIn this situation we may appeal to a result of Dade 6 . Let P be a Sylow
Ã Ã Ã2-subgroup of G containing D. There is a unique character x of GrDÃ
extending x such that the determinantal character is 1 of that part of xÃÃP
Ã   . w x.having P s P l G in its kernel see step 4 in 6 . Indeed the multiplicity
 :  .x , 1 is odd as x vanishes on P _ D, and we may apply ix since 1P P P
Ã  .  .can be extended to the 1-character of P. Obviously we have Q x s Q x .Ã
In particular, x is 2-rational. The proof is complete.Ã
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5. BLOCKS OF SUBEXTENSIONS
Ã  .By the corollary to Lemma 1 the block b is stable under N s N D .ÃG
Ã Ã   ..Let b be the unique block of RN covering b see vi . We first show that
Ã ÃD is a defect group of b. More precisely the following holds true:
Ã Ã Ã Ã .LEMMA 2. We ha¨e N = N D , and b is the unique block of RN withÃG
ÃGÃ Ã Ãdefect group D such that B s b .
Ã Ã Ã .Proof. N D normalizes D s D l G and so is contained in N sÃG
 .N D . By Brauer's First Main Theorem there is thus a unique block ofÃG
Ã Ã ÃRN with defect group D inducing up to B.
ÃGÃ ÃClearly b is defined. By Theorem 1 there exist characters x and z inÃ
Ã ÃB and b, respectively, extending the nonexceptional characters x , z . Let C
Ãbe a G-conjugacy class contained in G. Then
&Ä Ä :  :  :x C s x C ' z C l N mod 2 R . .  .  .Ã
ÃG GÃ Ã Ã as B covers B s b . Since b covers b and b is defined and C l N s
Ã.C l N we also have
& ÃGÃ Ä :  :z C l N ' z C mod 2 R . . . .
ÃGÃ :  :  .Consequently x and z agree mod 2 R on the elements of Z RGÃ
ÃGÃ Ã Ãw xfixed by G. By a result of Passman 7, V.3.4 this shows that both B and b
ÃGÃ Ã  .cover the block B. Hence B s b by vi .
Ã ÃThis implies that some defect group of b is contained in D. On the
Ã  .other hand, since b is stable under N, by vi the inclusion cannot be
proper. We are done.
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .LEMMA 3. Let H s C D and H s D ? H. Up to conjugacy in N D ,G GÃGÃ Ãthere is a unique block b of RH with defecct group D such that B s b for0 0
Ã Ãthe unique block b of RH co¨ering b .0 0
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .Proof. Let X s N D and X s N D s D ? X. There is a uniqueÃG G ÃGÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã  .  .block b of RX with defect group D such that B s b Brauer . By vi ,1 1
Ãb covers a unique block b of RX, and this has D as defect group.1 1
Ã Ã ÃNote that D is central in X and that XrD s DrD = XrD. In particu-
Ã  .lar, X centralizes DrD and D and so
Ã Ã ÃXrH , XrH , Hom DrD , D .
Ã Ãis an elementary abelian 2-group. Via some isomorphism XrD , XrD we
Ã Ãmay regard the nonexceptional character in b as a character, u , in b .1 1
Ã Ã Ã .Alternately refer to Theorem 1 . Since u then is of 2-defect 0 in XrD, it
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Ã Ã Ãvanishes outside H. Consequently u is induced from a character of H,
ÃXÃ Ã Ã Ãproving that b is regular with respect to H. Thus b s b for any block1 1 0
Ã Ã Ã w xb of RH covered by b 7, V.3.6 .0 1
Ã ÃIt is clear that b is determined in this manner up to conjugacy in X0
Ã Ã Ã .and that D is its defect group as it is normal in H . Furthermore, b0
covers a unique block b of RH, with defect group D.0
ÃConversely, let b be a block of RH with defect group D. Let b be the0 0ÃGÃ Ã Ã Ãunique block of RH covering b , and assume B s b . Since D centralizes0 0 ÃXÃ Ã .H, by vi then it is the defect group of b . As above we see that b is0 0ÃXÃ Ã Ã w xdefined and has defect group D. It follows that b s b 7, III.9.2 . This1 0
gives the uniqueness statement.
ÃNÃ Ã Ã ÃCOROLLARY. b has defect group D and b s b .0 0
This is immediate from Lemmas 2 and 3.
6. MULTIPLICITIES VIA BLOCK INDUCTION
Ã Ã Ã Ã .Let H s C D and H s D ? H, as above. Fix blocks b and b as inG 0 0
Lemma 3, and let u , u denote that nonexceptional resp. exceptional0
character in b .0
 G:  G:LEMMA 4. Let r s x , u and s s x , u denote the multiplicities0
in u G of x and x . Then0
 .  G:  G:a r s x , u and s s x , u .0 0 0
 .b Exactly one of r, s is odd.
Ã ÃProof. Let u be the character in b obtained from u by means of some0
Ã Ã  .isomorphism HrD , HrD cf. Theorem 1 . Using the fact that u , u , and0
Ã  .u agree on 2-regular elements of H from viii we conclude that
ÃG G GÃ :  :  :u e s u e s u e ' 1 mod 2 R . .  .  .  .0
ÃGÃ Ã Ã ÃThe congruence holds true since u belongs to b and B s b by Lemma0 0
 : .3. For the central characters associated to x and x we have x e s0
Ã : .1 s x e , whereas the central characters to the irreducible K-char-0
Ã .acters of G outside B vanish on e. Here we view e as element of KG.
 .  .  .  .Using the fact that x 1 s d s x 1 , by i , from v we thus obtain that0
G  :Gd ? r q s s u 1 u e . .  .  .
ay1 G .Since 2 is the largest power of 2 dividing d as well as u 1 , we deduce
 .that r q s is odd. Hence b holds.
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 G:  G:Now let r s x , u and s s x , u . We have the same formula0 0 0 0 0
 .for d r q s as u and u have the same degree. This yields that0 0 0
r q s s r q s . On the other hand, F s x q x occurs in the projective0 0 0
 .G G Gcharacter u q u s u q u with a certain multiplicity. This implies0 0
that r q r s s q s . We conclude that r s s and r s s, which is state-0 0 0 0
 .ment a .
In Lemma 4 probably r is odd and s is even. Our arguments leading to
ÃTheorem 2 show that this holds true, at least, when D )ª D ¸ G does
not split. For the proof of Theorem 2 itself this will be not relevant,
because of the following observation.
 N :COROLLARY. The multiplicity z , u is odd.0 0
ÃNÃ ÃProof. By the corollary to Lemma 3 we have b s b . Thus Lemma 40
 N :applies, and it suffices to show that z , u is even. By Frobenius0
 :reciprocity this equals z , u . But this multiplicity is zero since D is inN 0
 .the kernel of z but not of u and u is irreducible . Hence the result.0 0
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Ã ÃWe consider the subextensions of G )ª G ¸ G determined by N s
Ã Ã Ã .  .N D and H s D ? H, where H s C D . Let b be a block of RH as inÃG G 0
Lemma 3. Let x , z , u be the exceptional characters in B, b, b ,0 0 0 0
Ã respectively. These characters are stable under D x by hypothesis, z by0 0
Ã.the corollary to Lemma 1, and u as H is centralized by D . By definition0
 .  G:based on Lemma 1 and the corollary to Lemma 4 both x , z and0 0
N :z , u are odd. Since G is a 2-group, the comparison theorem for0 0
 .Clifford extensions ix yields that
v x s v z s v u .  .  .Ã Ã ÃK G 0 K N 0 K H 0
2 .  .in H G, K* . Thus we are reduced to a study of v u .ÃK H 0
 .We have to find an appropriate 2-cocycle representing v u . This isÃK H 0
Ã Ãrather easy since H is a central product of D and H over D. In fact,
 :u (t is such a cocycle, where t is a factor set to the group extension0
Ã  :D )ª D ¸ G. Since u is faithful on D, u maps D isomorphically0 0
Ã 4onto "1 . Identifying these groups shows that D indeed determines a
representation group over K for u , and hence for x . The proof of0 0
Theorem 2 is complete.
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8. CLIFFORD 29-EXTENSIONS
Ã  .Suppose G is a normal subgroup of G with finite quotient group G
stabilizing B. In studying Clifford extensions by restriction to Sylow
subgroups of G one is, essentially, reduced to the cases where G is a
Xp-group for some prime p. We now just assume that G is a 2 -group.
X  .PROPOSITION. If G is a 2 -group fixing B, the Clifford obstructions v xÃK G
2 .  .  .and v x agree and may be identified with v w in H G, R* .Ã ÃK G 0 RG
Proof. Again let V and V be RG-lattices affording x and x , respec-0 0
 .tively. Since Vr2V , V r2V is irreducible affording w , these lattices0 0
are uniquely determined by their characters, up to isomorphism. Thus both
Ã  .V and V are G-invariant. It follows that we may regard v x and vÃ Ã0 K G K G
2 .  .x as elements of H G, R* .0
U2 2 .  .The natural homomorphism H G, R* ª H G, R identifies these
 .cohomology classes with v w . NowÃRG
UR , R* = 1 q 2 R , .
  4where the group 1 q 2 R of 1-units of R is a pro-2-group. Note that "1
X.is the torsion subgroup of 1 q 2 R. Since G is assumed to be a 2 -group,
2 .H G, 1 q 2 R s 0 by a standard cohomological argument. The proposi-
tion follows.
w x XThus here Cline's result in 4 applies, showing that the Clifford 2 -exten-
 .sions of B and b are isomorphic. Of course, this also follows from ix and
Lemma 1.
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